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I. INTRODUCTION 
This project deals with the economics of farming in the bottomlands of the floodplains along the Illinois and 
Mississippi Rivers. Climate change, increased urbanization, and reduced flood storage capacity due to severance of 
floodplain areas by levees have increased the magnitude and duration of flooding along the major rivers. The 
magnitude, frequency, and duration of the high flows determine the costs incurred for pumping and other related 
activities such as cleaning and maintenance of drainage ditches. This expense varies from year to year, adding to the 
uncertainty in income realized by farmers in the levee districts. 
Fluctuations in price and yield are the two major uncertainties that every farmer confronts. If the yield 
uncertainty of a crop is uniform throughout the production area, then the resulting impact on the supply affects 
price levels inversely. This phenomenon helps to keep revenues stable. However, the yield uncertainty is usually 
local in nature, though at times it can extend to a very large area. With the advent of faster transportation and means 
of communication and with fewer trade barriers, price uncertainty is becoming a global phenomenon, especially in 
the case of grains. Therefore for individual farmers the yield and price risks are becoming independent risks. This 
volatility in revenue levels adversely affects the survivability of farms in general. Farmers operating in levee 
districts have to bear the additional cost of pumping and the risk associated with it. The total risk borne by farmers 
within levee districts is therefore higher than that borne by other farmers. In an economic climate that presents 
multi-dimensional problems for Illinois agriculture, the additional risks inherent in farming within levee districts 
threaten the long-term survivability of these farms. 
Previous research on these issues concerning farms in levee districts is very limited. The focus of this project 
is the determination of the extent to which present high-flow trends in major rivers affect the economics of farming 
in the levee districts. Selected levee districts along the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers were analyzed to determine 
the economic impact of pumping on profitability of the farms. Preliminary analyses of Illinois drainage and levee 
districts were based on data collected through a questionnaire sent to levee district commissioners. On the basis of 
these analyses, ten levee districts were selected for the second phase of the study. A second questionnaire was 
developed and mailed to farmers in the selected levee districts to collect data on the economic aspects of farming in 
levee districts. The data gathered from this survey of farmers were used to estimate the parameters of a 
microeconomic model of the farm firm operating within a levee district. 
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In the following sections we discuss previous literature, organizational aspects of levee districts, identification 
of levee districts, the information gathered through field visits, primary and secondary sources of data, results of 
preliminary analyses, and the development and estimation of the economic model. The results of economic and 
hydrologic analyses are discussed, and some remedial measures are examined. Finally, some recommendations for 
future research are suggested. 
Literature Review 
A catalog and shelf search of the Illinois State Water Survey library and a search of the University of Illinois 
Library Computer System (LCS) produced about 30 citations on related subjects. Information on water law and 
water rights and on involved government agencies was also researched. 
Previous studies in this area have been identified for reference and comparison. A study by the Illinois 
Department of Conservation (1950) looked at the possibility of converting low-lying levee district land into lateral 
reservoirs for flood control and environmental conservation purposes. This study met with strong opposition from 
district representatives and landowners. 
A more recent study conducted by Gibb et al. (1979) examined the effects on farms in drainage and levee 
districts of increased diversion of Lake Michigan water to the Illinois Waterway. Regression analysis was used to 
estimate the relationship between monthly river stages and monthly power consumption and to simulate the power 
costs for various levels of water diversion. Gibb et al. found that for the simulated year of normal flows (1971), 
average percentage increases in power costs were 10.3% and 20.0% for diversions of 6,600 cfs and 10,000 cfs, 
respectively. The percentage increase in the power cost for the simulated year of high flows (1973) was 3.5% for 
6,600 cfs diversion. For the simulated year of low flows (1977), average percentage increases in power costs were 
23.9% and 42.7% for 6,600 and 10,000 cfs diversions. 
In a recent study conducted at the University of Illinois, Thompson (1988) provided a historical and 
geographical overview of drainage enhancements in the lower Illinois River valley during the period 1890 to 1930. 
The physical, legal and economic frameworks within which land drainage took place were reviewed, and the 
process of the development of drainage and levee districts was discussed. The study brings into focus "the 
transformation of perennially and seasonally overflowed wedands into fields of corn and wheat" An observation 
made by Thompson is that the primary inducement in the conversion of wetlands to agricultural farmlands was the 
profit to be made from cultivating productive soil at a time of steadily rising commodity prices. 
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II. ILLINOIS DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS: A SURVEY 
Organization and Economic Role of Levee Districts 
About 95% of the floodplain area in Illinois is highly productive agricultural land (USCOE, 1961). Most of 
these lands are protected by agricultural levees. Larger levees are usually constructed or rehabilitated by the federal 
government under the flood control program. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for such 
construction or rehabilitation. Smaller levees are usually constructed with private funds. 
Levee construction in Illinois started as early as 1812, but few levees were constructed before 1890. A 
comprehensive mapping survey of the Illinois River performed by the Corps of Engineers in 1902-1904 helped in 
the rapid progress of levee construction along the Illinois River. This progress continued until the 1930s. A study 
by Thompson (1988) provides a historical and geographical overview of the development of drainage and levee 
districts along the lower Illinois River valley. 
The Farm Drainage Act of 1879 and the Levee Act of 1879 are the earliest laws concerning levee districts in 
Illinois. A levee could be constructed under either of these Acts. Thirty drainage districts were formed under the 
Drainage Act and seven under the Levee Act by 1890. After 1890 most districts were organized under the Levee 
Act, which provided for larger districts (League of Women Voters of Champaign County, 1977). According to the 
Inventory of Illinois Drainage and Levee Districts (Illinois Department of Business and Economic Development, 
1971) there are approximately 1,654 drainage districts in Illinois, of which 800 are reportedly active. 
A drainage district may be organized by filing a petition in the county court signed by a majority of the 
landowners who own one-third of the land within the proposed district, or by one-third of the landowners who own 
a majority of all land in the proposed district. Alternatively, a petition signed by at least one-tenth of the adult 
owners who own at least one-fifth of the land can be filed in the county court. In this case, a referendum must be 
held and passed by a majority of the landowners within the proposed district boundaries. 
A levee district has three commissioners appointed by the county court, who serve staggered terms. They 
have the power to levy assessments upon all the landowners within the district to maintain district facilities such as 
pumping plants and levees. 
The role of levees in protecting farmlands is undoubtedly very important. Tne importance of drainage and 
levee districts from an economic standpoint has been aptly summarized by the Illinois Department of Business and 
Economic Development (1971) as follows: "Drainage districts have played an important part in the development of 
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Illinois - both agriculturally and economically. Through their formation and operation, the fertile wetlands and 
major floodplains of the State have been developed into prime agricultural lands. Continued operation and 
improvement of these drainage districts will allow this progress to continue." 
The approximate percentages of agricultural land under levee districts in counties located along the 
Sangamon, Illinois, Kaskaskia, and Mississippi Rivers are presented in table Al in Appendix A. Data on total 
cropland for each county were obtained from Illinois Agricultural Statistics, 1986. The percentage of area under 
levee district for each county is the area under levee district divided by the total cropland in the county (multiplied 
by 100). Data on the area under levee districts are obtained from the Inventory of Illinois Drainage and Levee 
Districts (Illinois Department of Business and Economic Development, 1971). These values were checked against 
the data obtained from the preliminary survey of levee district commissioners and modified where necessary. The 
percentage of cropland area under levee districts varies from 1.5 in Carroll County to 49.5 in Union County. These 
figures do not include the levee districts along small tributaries or those that are inactive. In ten counties the 
percentage of cropland area under levee districts exceeds 10%, which suggests that profitability of the farms within 
the levee districts can substantially affect the counties' economy. 
Identification of Levee Districts 
The first major task of this project was the identification of levee districts along the Mississippi River (from Jo 
Daviess County to the city of Cairo) and along the Illinois River (from Bureau County to the confluence with the 
Mississippi River). The total number of drainage and levee districts is difficult to determine. There is no central 
authority governing them, and some districts have prolonged periods of inactivity. 
From the information obtained from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USCOE) Districts in Rock Island and 
St. Louis, and the Division of Water Resources, Illinois Department of Transportation (DWR), a total of 77 active 
drainage and levee districts along the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers were identified. Of these districts 41 are 
located along the Illinois River, 16 along the Upper Mississippi River (north of Grafton), and the remaining 20 
along the Lower Mississippi River. The locations of these levee districts (excluding four districts along the Illinois 
River whose exact locations could not be determined) as well as the nine districts along the Sangamon and 
Kaskaskia Rivers are shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Locations of selected drainage and levee districts in Illinois 
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Field Visits 
To gather first-hand information on the levee districts, field visits were made to three different levee districts. 
The first visit was to the Farmers Drainage and Levee District in Saidora in Mason County. This district is located 
along the Sangamon River, about 10 miles upstream of its mouth at the Illinois River. During this visit we were 
able to get detailed information on some of the problems encountered by levee districts. The commissioner of this 
district also provided valuable suggestions that were later incorporated in the final version of the preliminary 
questionnaire. 
The second field trip included a meeting with commissioners of the Lacey and West Matanzas Drainage and 
Levee Districts located in Fulton County, followed by a visit to the pumphouse serving the Lacey, West Matanzas, 
and Langellier Districts. We also went to Lewistown, Fulton County, to determine the extent of data available at the 
county courthouse on the financial and operating aspects of levee districts. Finally, we visited the ASCS office in 
Lewistown to determine the type of data collected from farmers participating in government programs. 
The discussions with the commissioners provided insights on the arrangements made by cooperating levee 
districts to operate as a single unit. The commissioners also provided valuable suggestions for improving the second 
questionnaire, which was used to collect data on the economics of farming within levee districts. The operator at 
the pumphouse provided a brief overview of the pumping operations. During the summer, differential power rates 
exist for night and day periods. To reduce costs, pumping is usually restricted to nighttime, when power rates are 
lower. 
We also visited the Sny Island Levee Drainage District on the Mississippi River, which is the largest district 
in our study area. This district is 51 miles long and protects 113,397 acres of land. The district has kept detailed 
and well-recorded information on its operational aspects for many years. We obtained information on daily 
pumping hours, river levels, and precipitation data for the 12-year period 1975 through 1986. 
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III. CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY 
Illinois River Basin 
The drainage area of the Illinois River basin is 28,906 mi2 (square miles), 85% of which lies within Illinois. 
The Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (CS&SC) was constructed around 1900 to catch runoff from some areas 
draining to Lake Michigan, as well as to divert lake water for navigation and water quality improvement (figure 2). 
The canal joins the Des Plaines River near Lockport, upstream of Joliet. Below the confluence of the Des Plaines 
and Kankakee Rivers, the waterway becomes the Illinois River, which flows a distance of 273 miles to its 
confluence with the Mississippi River (figure 3). The fall of 85 feet from the Dresden Island pool to the Alton pool 
is negotiated by five locks and dams, creating pools of varying lengths. These five locks and dams are among seven 
constructed downstream of Lockport by 1939. The Illinois Waterway (composed of the Illinois and Des Plaines 
Rivers) and the Chicago Waterways provide navigation to the Great Lakes and Hudson Bay, as well as to the Gulf 
of Mexico via the Mississippi River. Daily flow records are available for the period 1940 to the present at three 
streamgaging stations along the Illinois River at Marseilles, Kingston Mines, and Meredosia (figure 3). The largest 
surface-area lake through which the river flows is Peoria Lake, which is 20 miles long and has 24 mi2 of water 
surface area. The lake is rather shallow, but it does reduce the fluctuations in high flows. The locations of the seven 
climate recording stations in the Illinois River basin are shown in figure 3. These are located near Aurora, Joliet, 
Ottawa, Peoria, DeKalb, Kankakee, and Havana. 
Climate Change 
There are about 30 long-term weather stations in the Illinois River basin. Precipitation, temperature, and 
other climatic variables are monitored and recorded at these stations. Many of these stations have been operating 
since 1901, and seven of them are shown in figure 3. The daily precipitation and temperature data at the stations 
were analyzed to develop 5-year moving averages (FYMAs) for annual precipitation, March-June precipitation, 
average annual temperature (taken as the mean of daily maximum and minimum temperatures over the year), and 
average March-June temperatures. 
Precipitation Changes. The FYMAs for annual and March-June precipitation are shown in figures 4 through 
10 for the Aurora, Joliet, Ottawa, Peoria, DeKalb, Kankakee, and Havana stations, respectively. The March-June 
period generally denotes the high-flow period for the Illinois River and its tributaries. For Aurora (figure 4), the 
FYMA for annual precipitation peaked in 1904 (for the years 1902 to 1906) at 39.7 inches, in 1972 at 39.8 inches, 
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Figure 2. Chicago waterways and the Des Plaines River 
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Figure 3. The Illinois and Mississippi Rivers: 
Selected climate recording and streamgaging stations 
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Figure 4. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Aurora, IL 
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Figure 5. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Joliet, IL 
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Figure 6. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Ottawa, IL 
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Figure 7. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Peoria, IL 
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Figure 8. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at DeKalb, IL 
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Figure 9. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Kankakee, IL 
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Figure 10. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Havana, IL 
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and in 1978 at 39.4 inches. The FYMA was in the range of 36 to 39 inches for the years 1970 onward, compared 
with 31 to 35 inches from 1908 through 1969. Thus, precipitation in the last 20 years has been about 14% higher 
than in the previous 60 years. For the March-June period, the FYMA peaked in 1904 at 16.1 inches, and in 1974 at 
18.1 inches. It was in the range of 14 to 18 inches from 1970 onward, compared with 11 to 15 inches from 1905 to 
1969. Thus, the average March-June precipitation over the last 20 years has been about 23% higher than in the 
previous 60 years. The seasonal precipitation increase leads to considerably higher seasonal flows and flood peaks 
because of generally more favorable runoff conditions during the spring season. 
For the Ottawa station (figure 6), the FYMA for annual precipitation peaked at 38.1 inches in 1904 and 1943, 
and at 40.1 inches in 1983. The mean of the FYMA for annual precipitation from 1970 onward is 38.2 inches and 
for the 1905-1969 period it is 33.5 inches. This represents an increase of 14%. The corresponding increase for the 
four-month March-June period is 23%. The trend of precipitation increase at Peoria (figure 7) is similar to that at 
Aurora. The average annual precipitation from the moving averages for 1970-1985 is 38.8 inches, whereas it is 33.9 
inches for 1950-1969. The increase for the last 20 years is thus 14%. The corresponding March-June increase in 
precipitation is about 17%. For the Joliet station (figure 5), the average annual precipitation from the moving 
averages is 37.2 inches for 1971- 1985, and 34.2 inches for 1951-1970. This represents an increase of 9%. For the 
four-month period, the corresponding increase is 8%. Trends for the Kankakee, DeKalb, and Havana stations are 
shown in figures 8 through 10. 
It is evident from the results at the seven weather stations that the annual precipitation over the last 20 years 
has been 9 to 14% greater than in the previous years, and that for the four-month March-June period, this increase 
ranges from 8 to 23%. 
Temperature Changes. The FYMAs for annual and March-June average temperatures are shown in figures 4 
through 10 for the Aurora, Joliet, Ottawa, Peoria, Kankakee, DeKalb, and Havana stations, respectively. For Aurora 
(figure 4), the moving average of annual temperature peaked in 1949 at 49.4° F, and in 1972 at 48.4° F. The 
March-June temperature peaked in 1920 at 54.2° F and in 1974 at 54.0° F. The 1940-1985 annual moving average 
trend indicates a drop of about 1.5°F over the period, whereas the March-June moving average shows almost no 
trend of increase or decrease. At the Ottawa station (figure 6), the annual FYMA shows a decrease of only 0.4° F 
and the March-June FYMA shows an increase of 0.9°F from 1940-1985. Joliet and Peoria stations have daily 
temperature data available since 1948. For Joliet (figure 5), the trend of the annual FYMA indicates a decrease of 
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2° F over the period 1950-1985 but a decrease of 1.4° F for the FYMA for March-June. In the case of Peoria (figure 
7), the annual FYMA trend shows a decrease of 1.5°F, but the March-June FYMA trend shows an increase of 
0.3° F. Trends for the Kankakee, DeKalb and Havana stations are shown in figures 8 through 10. 
From the analyses of temperatures recorded at the seven stations, it seems that the March-June FYMA shows 
a decrease in temperature only for Joliet (in the uppermost reach of the Illinois Waterway) and increases at other 
stations in the lower reach. The annual FYMAs indicate a downward temperature trend varying from 0.4° F to 2° F. 
Changes in Streamflow 
Three long-term gaging stations are located on the Illinois River at Marseilles, Kingston Mines, and 
Meredosia (figure 3), draining 8,259, 15,819, and 26,028 mi2, respectively. Mean-flow, flow-duration, and high-
flow statistics based on daily-flow measurements at the three gaging stations are given in tabular form in 
Appendix B. 
Annual Mean Flow and Peak Flow. The FYMAs for annual mean flows and annual peak flows for the three 
gaging stations are shown in figures 11 and 12, respectively. The FYMAs for annual mean flows indicate increases 
of 20, 25, and 22% in the flows over the last 20 years at Marseilles, Kingston Mines, and Meredosia, respectively. 
The corresponding increases in annual peak flows are 56, 50, and 46%. It is evident not only that the annual flows 
have increased significantly but that the peak flows have also increased greatly. Annual precipitation increases of 9 
to 14% have resulted in an annual increase in flow of 20 to 25%. Similarly, March-June precipitation increases of 8 
to 23% have increased the annual flood peaks by 46 to 56%. This emphasizes the great changes in flow and floods 
resulting from relatively moderate changes in precipitation. 
Duration of High Flows. Not only the magnitudes of high flows but also the durations of specified high flows 
have increased. The high flows for continuous periods of 7,15, 31, and 61 days were computed for each year of the 
daily flow record. The FYMAs of these high-flow series are shown in figure 13. They exhibit a steep upward trend 
during the last 20 years; the steepness of the trend decreases as duration increases from 7 to 61 days. In other 
words, the high flows averaged over a small number of days have increased much more than high flows averaged 
over a large number of days. For a specified average high flow of 25,000 cfs, for example, the FYMA in 1974 
corresponds to a 31-day period, whereas it corresponds to about 61 days in 1984. Thus, the average high flow of 
25,000 cfs is occurring for a much longer duration, which amounts to about 100% more than a decade ago. 
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Figure 11. Annual mean flows in the Illinois River: 
5-year moving averages and trend curves 
Figure 12. Annual peak flows in the Illinois River: 
5-year moving averages and trend curves 
Figure 13. 5-year moving averages of 7-, 15-, 31-, and 61-day high flows 
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The number of days the flow exceeded a threshold flow equal to Q(10), or flow exceeded 10 percent of the 
time, was plotted for each year of record at two gaging sites (Marseilles and Meredosia) on the Illinois River. The 
FYMAs and trend curves for these sites are shown in figure 14. The trend curves show the increase in the duration 
of high flows in recent years. This may be due to gradual climate changes or long-term cycles (say, 200 years or 
more) about which nothing is known at present. In figure 15, flow-duration curves for the Illinois River at 
Marseilles are plotted for two separate periods: 1920-1939 and 1940-1983. The latter period corresponds to the 
reduced lake diversion of 3,200 cfs since 1939. It can be seen from figure 15 that although the diversions from Lake 
Michigan were sharply reduced to an average of 3,200 cfs from an average of 10,000 cfs in 1939, the high flows 
(starting from about the 5% exceedance probability, or flows exceeded 5% or less of the time) are higher now than 
they were before 1939. 
Mississippi River Basin 
The Upper Mississippi River extends almost 700 miles from its headwaters in northern Minnesota to the 
mouth of the Ohio River. The region covers part of seven states, an area of almost 189,000 mi2, excluding the area 
drained by the Missouri River (UMRBC, 1980). The drainage area includes that part of the Mississippi River above 
its junction with the Ohio River but does not include the Missouri River. The Upper Mississippi River System 
consists of about 1,250 miles of navigable streams (USCOE, 1981). The Mississippi River forms the entire 312-
mile eastern boundary of Iowa and the entire western boundary of Illinois. The Illinois River — the largest tributary 
to the Mississippi above the mouth of the Missouri — flows into the Mississippi near Grafton, Illinois. The Upper 
Mississippi River region ends at Cairo, Illinois, and the Lower Mississippi River continues to the Gulf of Mexico. 
Daily flow records for periods ranging from 45 to 85 years are available at six streamgaging stations along the 
Mississippi River at Clinton, IA; Keokuk, IA; Alton, IL; St. Louis, MO; Chester, IL; and Thebes, IL (figure 3). 
Climate data are available at four climate recording stations in the Mississippi River basin, located near Mount 
Carroll, Aledo, St. Louis, and Sparta (figure 3). 
Climate Change 
The daily precipitation and temperature data at the four climate recording stations in the Mississippi River 
basin were analyzed to develop FYMAs for annual precipitation, March-June precipitation, average annual 
temperature (taken as the mean of daily maximum and minimum temperatures over the year), and average March-
June temperatures. 
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Figure 14. Number of days flow exceeded Q(10): 
5-year moving averages and trend curves 
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Figure 15. Flow-duration curves for the periods 1920-1939 and 1940-1983, 
Illinois River at Marseilles 
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Precipitation Changes. The FYMAs for annual and March-June precipitation are shown in figures 16 through 
19 for the Mount Carroll, Aledo, St. Louis, and Sparta stations, respectively. 
Temperature Changes. The FYMAs for annual and March-June average temperatures are shown in figures 16 
through 19 for the Mount Carroll, Aledo, St. Louis, and Sparta stations. 
Changes in Streamflow 
Six long-term gaging stations are located on the Mississippi River at Clinton, LA; Keokuk, IA; Alton, LL; St. 
Louis, MO; Chester, LL; and Thebes, IL (figure 3), draining 85,600, 119,000, 171,500, 697,000, 708,600, and 
713,200 mi2, respectively. Mean-flow, flow-duration, and high-flow statistics based on daily-flow measurements at 
the six gaging stations are given in tabular form in Appendix C. 
Annual Mean Flow and Peak Flow. The FYMAs for annual mean flows and annual peak flows for five of the 
six gaging stations are shown in figures 20 through 24. 
Duration of High Flows. The number of days the flow exceeded a threshold flow equal to Q(10), or flow 
exceeded 10 percent of the time, was plotted for each year of record at two gaging sites (Clinton and St. Louis) on 
the Mississippi River. The FYMAs and trend curves for these sites are shown in figure 25. The trend curves show 
the increase in duration of high flows in recent years. 
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Figure 16. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Mt. Carroll, IL 
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Figure 17. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Aledo, IL 
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Figure 18. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at St. Louis, MO 
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Figure 19. Annual and seasonal precipitation and temperature: 
5-year moving average curves at Sparta, IL 
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Figure 20. Annual mean flows in the Mississippi River: 
5-year moving averages and trend curves at Clinton and Keokuk, IA 
Figure 21. Annual peak flows in the Mississippi River: 
5-year moving averages and trend curves at Clinton and Keokuk, IA 
Figure 22. Annual mean flows and peak flows in the Mississippi River: 
5-year moving averages and trend curves at St. Louis, MO 
Figure 23. Annual mean flows and peak flows in the Mississippi River: 
5-year moving averages and trend curves at Chester, 1L 
Figure 24. Annual mean flows and peak flows in the Mississippi River: 
5-year moving averages and trend curves at Thebes, IL 
Figure 25. Number of days flow exceeded Q(10): 
5-year moving averages and trend curves 
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IV. ECONOMIC ANALYSES OF DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS 
Primary Data Collection and Analysis 
To meet the objectives of this study, detailed information was needed on the operation and functioning of 
levee and drainage districts along the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers. Also needed were time series data on 
production and financial aspects of the individual farms within the levee districts. Since secondary-source data on 
the functioning of levee districts are scanty, data needed to be collected from primary sources. This was 
accomplished in two stages by using mail-in surveys. In the first stage, information on the operational 
characteristics of levee districts was collected from commissioners of the various districts. In the second stage, data 
pertaining to the financial and production aspects of farms in the levee districts were collected from individual 
farmers. 
The questionnaire for drainage and levee district commissioners was mailed to commissioners of 77 districts 
along the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers. We also sent questionnaires to 7 districts along the Kaskaskia River and 2 
districts along the Sangamon River. This questionnaire is given in Appendix D. The initial response rate was 
around 30%. A follow-up letter was then sent to the district commissioners who had not responded. Statistics on 
the number of questionnaires sent and received are presented in table 1. 
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The highest percentage response was obtained from the districts along the Illinois River, and the lowest 
percentage response was from the districts along the Lower Mississippi River (excluding the Kaskaskia and 
Sangamon Rivers). The overall response rate was 58 percent The response rate by size of the levee districts 
(number of acres of land protected) is given in table 2. 
The districts that responded to the questionnaire represent a stratified random sample of the population of 
levee districts in terms of size and location (tables 1 and 2). Thus it is possible to generalize our findings on the 
basis of the data obtained from the questionnaires. The information gathered from the questionnaires was classified, 
coded, and analyzed. A brief discussion of the summary statistics follows. 
The utilization and ownership characteristics of land within the levee districts along the Illinois and 
Mississippi Rivers are summarized in table A2 in Appendix A. The average acreage protected by a levee district in 
the combined area is 9,843 acres. The average acreage for the Upper Mississippi River is much higher than for other 
areas because the Sny Island District located along the Upper Mississippi River covers a very large area (around 
113,000 acres). The percentage of area under agriculture varies from 88.7 for levee districts along the Lower 
Mississippi to 98.5 for districts along the Illinois River. The percentage of land under agriculture for the combined 
area is 96.6, which emphasizes the importance of agriculture within levee districts. Except in the case of levee 
districts along the Lower Mississippi River, the land used for industrial and residential use is negligible. 
The average number of farms in a district varies from 19 for the districts along the Illinois River to 139 for 
districts along the Upper Mississippi River. This number for the Upper Mississippi is high because the Sny Island 
Levee District consists of a very large number of farms (600). The number of corporate farms in the levee districts 
is very small irrespective of the location of the districts. The large number of family-owned farms suggests the need 
for careful consideration of the profitability of the farms in the levee districts. 
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The percentages of districts growing corn, soybeans, and wheat are given in table 3. Corn and soybeans are 
grown in every district along the Illinois and Upper Mississippi Rivers. In the districts along the Lower Mississippi 
River, corn, soybeans, and wheat are equally important Other crops grown in the levee districts such as milo, hay, 
and clover are mainly for forage purposes. 
Flooding seems to be a regular problem, especially for the districts along the Lower Mississippi and Illinois 
Rivers. About 90% of the districts along the Lower Mississippi River and 60% along the Illinois River reported 
flooding as a major problem at least once every five years. This compares with only 40% of the districts along the 
Upper Mississippi River experiencing similar problems. The different drainage systems in use are indicated in 
table 4. 
Open ditches and pump stations are the major drainage systems used by the districts along both the Illinois 
and Mississippi Rivers. Open ditches are the main type of drainage for most districts along the Mississippi River. 
Pump stations are the primary means of drainage for districts along the Illinois River. This indicates that the need 
for pumping may be higher for districts along the Illinois River than for other districts. 
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Some of the important characteristics of the levees along the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers are summarized 
in table A3 in Appendix A. A majority of levee districts were established more than 50 years ago. An average of 
87% of the levees are designed to protect against the 50-year flood. Some new levees have been constructed during 
the last 10 years. 
The pumping requirements of the levee districts are summarized in table A4 of Appendix A. Pumping is 
required in all the districts along the Illinois River and in 87.5% of the districts along the Upper Mississippi River. 
Only 50% of the districts along the Lower Mississippi River need pumping. All the districts along the Illinois and 
Upper Mississippi, and 60% along the Lower Mississippi, pumped eight or more years during the last ten years. It 
was generally felt that without pumping the crop-growing season would be severely curtailed. 
The pumping and total expenses per acre for the levee districts for the period 1981 through 1986 are presented 
in table 5. Illinois River flow during March through May in 1982 and 1983 was much higher than for the other 
years. Pumping costs for the Illinois River levee districts in 1982 and 1983 were substantially higher than for other 
years even without adjustment for inflation. 
Total expenses of the districts include general maintenance in addition to pumping costs. Both pumping and 
total expenses per acre were higher for the districts along the Illinois River than for the districts along the 
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Mississippi River. These expenses were lowest for the districts along the Lower Mississippi River. The pumping 
cost varied from a low of $5.11 in 1986 to a high of $8.54 in 1982 for the districts along the Illinois River, and from 
a low of S3.63 in 1981 to a high of $6.83 in 1986 for the Upper Mississippi River. The variations in total expenses 
were similar to the variations in pumping costs. The total cost per acre was as high as $13.53 in 1982 for districts 
along the Illinois River and $10.56 in 1984 for the districts along the Upper Mississippi River. 
Costs of repair and maintenance of equipment and the levees seem to be a major concern of most of the 
district commissioners. The commissioners of the districts along the Illinois River are also concerned about any 
future increased diversions from Lake Michigan into the Illinois River. 
Secondary Data Collection and Analysis 
Three sets of secondary information were needed to meet the objectives of this project The first set of 
information deals with the location, topographical features, and administration of the levee districts. In the second 
set, data relating to agriculture — such as data on crop yields and prices, percent acreage under cultivation, and net 
returns for Illinois farms — are obtained from Farm Incomes and Production Cost Summary published by the 
Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Illinois. The third set of data deals with river stages, 
discharges, and precipitation at different locations. These data were analyzed in the previous section. 
As part of the first set of information, we have obtained copies of the following publications: 
1. Upper Mississippi River Navigation Charts 
2. Charts of the Illinois Waterway 
3. Drainage District Commissioners of Illinois 
The charts, which are published by the USCOE, show the drainage and levee districts that border the Illinois 
and Mississippi Rivers and their locations in terms of river mileage. The third item is a list of drainage district 
commissioners compiled by the Water Resources Commission in 1977. 
To determine the topography and floodplain characteristics of the levee districts, the locations have been 
delineated on appropriate topographical maps. A total of 115 quadrangle (7.5 minute) topographical maps that 
show the Illinois River (from Grafton to the confluence with the Kankakee River) and the Mississippi River (from 
Grafton to the Illinois-Wisconsin border) were obtained from the Illinois State Geological Survey. These maps 
provide information on the areas that are protected by the different levee districts. 
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Data on physiographic and hydrologic factors pertaining to the levee districts are available. River stage data 
for selected locations on the Illinois River (Marseilles, Kingston Mines, and Meredosia) and on the Mississippi 
River (Clinton, Keokuk, Alton, St Louis, Chester, and Thebes) can be obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey. 
Data from other stations with fewer years of record can be used to fill in the gaps. The Illinois River Flow Model, 
being developed at the State Water Survey, can be used to develop flood estimates along the river to assess the 
reduction in design freeboard of the levees. Available river cross-sectional data can be obtained and analyzed to 
determine any rise in streambed due to sedimentation, and the resulting effect on stage-discharge rating curves. All 
of the above research can be done as part of a new project 
For the second set of data, we have gathered data relating to acreage under cultivation, crops, yields, and 
prices for Illinois from Illinois Agricultural Statistics, and data on net returns for Illinois farms from the annual 
report of the Farm Business and Farm Management Association. The yields and prices of corn, soybeans, and 
wheat for the period 1977 through 1986 are shown in figures 26 through 28. It can be seen from these figures that 
price and yield do not necessarily move in opposite directions at all times. For example, in 1986 the yields 
remained more or less at the level of 1985, but prices dropped from 1985 to 1986. Wheat prices have been less 
dependent on yields than corn and soybean prices have been. 
The operator's share labor and management income per acre on representative Illinois grain farms for the 
same period is shown in figure 29. The operator's share labor and wage is equal to the net farm income minus 
unpaid family labor and interest on capital. This income varied substantially from a minimum of -$15.52 per acre (a 
net loss) in 1981 to a maximum of $43.05 per acre in 1979. This volatility in income indicates the level of net-
return risks inherent in Illinois agriculture. The pumping cost adds to this risk for farms operating within levee 
districts and can have an adverse impact, especially during a period of low net returns. 
High Flows and Pumping Costs 
The relationship between high flows and pumping costs was examined by using a regression model. The 
pumping costs were obtained from the preliminary survey of drainage and levee districts. The high-flow variables 
were computed by using daily-flow values observed at the Kingston Mines gaging station on the Illinois River for 
the period 1981-1986. The data set consists of a time series of 6 yearly values across a cross section of 20 districts 
for a total of 120 observations. The relationship estimated on the basis of 87 observations (there were 33 missing 
values) is as follows: 
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Figure 26. Com yields and prices in Illinois for the period 1977-1986 
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Figure 27. Soybean yields and prices in Illinois for the period 1977-1986 
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Figure 28. Wheat yields and prices in Illinois for the period 1977-1986 
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Figure 29. Operator's share labor and management income 
on Illinois grain farms for the period 1977-1986 
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PUMPCOST =-1.737 + 0.000093 KM7DHF + DV [R2 = 0.82] (1) 
(3.45) 
PUMPCOST = -1.419 + 0.000098 KM15DHF + DV [R2 = 0.81] (2) 
(3.06) 
where PUMPCOST is the pumping expenses per acre of individual districts, KM7DHF and KM15DHF are the 7-
day and 15-day high flows at Kingston Mines, and DV is the dummy variable for individual levee districts. The 
results show that high flows together with the dummy variables explain a large percentage of the variation (around 
80%) in pumping costs of the levee districts along the Illinois River. The coefficients of high flows are significant in 
both equations at the 1% level (the t-ratios are given in parentheses), indicating the strong impact of high flows on 
the pumping costs. The results indicate that for every 1,000 cfs increase in the high flow, the pumping cost per acre 
increases by about 10 cents. 
Economic Model 
The survivability of the farms in levee districts as compared to the survivability of farms that are not in levee 
districts is of particular interest The primary objective of this economic analysis is to determine the impact of high 
flows and duration of high flows on the farm economy of levee districts, particularly those along the Illinois and 
Mississippi Rivers. The net farm income or net return is an appropriate index or measure of the survivability of 
farm firms in the long run. The proxy variables for high flows and durations of high flows are the 7-, 15-, 31-, and 
61-day high flows, which are respectively the highest average flows over 7-, 15-, 31-, and 61-day periods. 
Microeconomic Database 
Survey of Farmers in Drainage and Levee Districts: The questionnaire for drainage and levee district fanners 
(shown in Appendix E) was mailed to fanners in selected districts along the Illinois and the Mississippi Rivers. The 
initial response rate to the first mailing was 6.3%. A second mailing of the questionnaire was done to increase the 
response rate. Final statistics on the number of questionnaires sent and received are presented in table 6. 
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The second mailing increased the response rate from farmers in the Illinois River levee districts from 7.3% to 
16.5%, thereby increasing the overall response rate to 12.3%. This response rate is still considerably lower than the 
expected rate of about 40%. The completed questionnaires were coded and computerized. 
Because of the low response rate to our questionnaire, we initiated the process of collecting micro-level data 
from alternative sources. We sought assistance from the Farm Business Farm Management (FBFM) system in the 
Department of Agricultural Economics at the University of Illinois to identify farms that are located within a levee 
district. The data collection process was carried out in two stages. First, a list of farmers in the FBFM system 
located in selected counties was sent to 12 FBFM field personnel assigned to the drainage areas of the Illinois and 
Upper Mississippi Rivers. Eleven field staff responded, with seven of them identifying at least one farm located 
within a levee district. This procedure was used since the FBFM system does not differentiate between farms within 
and outside levee districts. A total of 53 farms were identified as being located within a levee district. 
For the second stage, a condensed version of the questionnaire was prepared and sent to the seven selected 
field staff for distribution to the 53 farms, with each questionnaire appropriately coded with the FBFM farm ID 
(identification number). This one-page questionnaire is shown in Appendix F. Of the 12 farmers that responded to 
the questionnaire, only 6 provided any usable information (response rate of 11.3%). The widespread drought of 
1988 in Illinois and farmers' concerns about their crop yields could perhaps have contributed to their indifference to 
the survey. 
We then began the process of examining each completed questionnaire received for consistency and 
completeness. An ad-hoc procedure was set up to fill in any missing data for each questionnaire. This procedure 
was based on using the regional and sample averages. For example, if a farmer did not indicate the production data 
for one of the years 1981 through 1986 but provided the data for the remaining years, then that farmer's average 
production statistics and the regional production averages for the missing year were used to determine the best 
estimate of the missing values. A total of 40 cases were examined in detail. 
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Secondary data on crop yields and prices received at the crop reporting district level were collected for the 
period 1977 through 1986. Data on quantity of inputs used, prices paid, average number of man-hours of labor 
employed, and other production variables were also collected. It was hoped that these data could be used to fill in 
some of the missing observations encountered on some of the questionnaires. However, because of the substantial 
amount of missing data in most of the completed questionnaires received, this could not be achieved. 
Econometric Model 
The model under consideration consists of a system of four equations as follows: 
NETRETt = YIELD, x PRICE, - COSTPROt - COSTPUMt (3) 
HIGHFLO, = (PRECIPt, TREND, e1,t) (4) 
COSTPUM, = (HIGHFLOt, ENERGY,, e2, t) (5) 
YIELD, = (HIGHFLOt, INPUT,, e3 , t) (6) 
where NETRET = net return per acre ($) 
YIELD = yield in bushels per acre 
PRICE = price of output ($/bushel) 
COSTPRO = cost of crop production ($) 
COSTPUM = cost of pumping ($) 
HIGHFLO = average flow during a high-flow period (cfs) 
PRECIP = effective watershed precipitation (in.) 
TREND = trend factor for high flows 
ENERGY = cost per kilowatt-hour ($) 
INPUT = quantity of inputs used per acre (pounds) 
e = random error vector 
t refers to the tth year 
Equations 3, 5, and 6 need to be estimated jointly by using the seemingly unrelated regression procedure 
(Judge et al., 1982). Equation 4 should be estimated outside the system by using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 
regression. The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) available on the IBM 3081 computer at the University of Illinois 
can be used to estimate the parameters of the model, and the SAS program to estimate the parameters in the system 
has been developed. However, because of inadequate data, the model parameters could not be estimated. This 
needs to be done before a simulation of the model can be carried out to determine the extent of impact of the high 
flows on farming within levee districts. The characteristics of farms that are marginal in terms of economic stability 
can then be identified, and remedial measures for all farms within levee districts, including marginal farms, can be 
investigated. 
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Hydrologic Variable 
The computer program developed to analyze the daily flows observed at gaging stations on the Illinois and 
Mississippi Rivers includes a subroutine to determine the number of days the flow exceeded a given threshold value. 
The program computes a high-flow statistic that can be used to measure the impact of high flows on pumping costs. 
The threshold value will vary depending on hydrologic factors such as type of drainage, stream slope, seasonality, 
and channel improvements. An initial threshold value of Q(10) or the flow exceeded 10% of the time was chosen 
for the Illinois and Mississippi River gaging stations. Statistics on mean monthly and annual flows, high flows, flow 
duration, and flow exceedance are given in Appendix B for the Illinois River stations and in Appendix C for the 
Mississippi River stations. 
Summary and Concluding Remarks 
About 95% of the floodplain area in Illinois is highly productive agricultural land, and most of these lands are 
protected by levees. The primary objective of levee districts, which are organized and managed by the landowners, 
is to protect farmland from flooding. This is usually accomplished by constructing levees along the waterway and 
pumping surface runoff from drainage ditches into the leveed stream or river. The magnitude, frequency, timing, 
and duration of high flows determine the cost incurred in pumping and associated maintenance and repair of the 
equipment. The relationship between high flows and pumping costs was examined by using a regression model. 
Annual pumping cost data for the period 1981 through 1986 at 20 levee districts located along the Illinois River 
were used to estimate the relationship. These data were used in the regression model together with 7-day and 15-
day high flows observed at the Kingston Mines gaging station. The results indicate that for every 1,000 cfs increase 
in the high-flow value, the pumping cost per acre alone increases by about 15 cents and may be as high as 45 cents, 
considering increased maintenance and repair costs and the need for additional pumping equipment In addition to 
increased pumping costs, an increase in the magnitude and duration of high flows entails higher maintenance and 
repair costs. Increased duration of high flows over a long-term period would also necessitate increased capital 
expenditures for pumping and other equipment, and for raising levees to maintain a satisfactory freeboard. It might 
also delay farming operations and reduce crop yields. For a 10,000 cfs increase in the high flow, the increase in 
pumping-related expenditure can be as high as $6 to $9 per acre. This implies that a farmer operating a 1,000 acre 
farm will have a pumping-related expense of $6,000 to $9,000 during a high-flow year. Such expenditures can 
significantly reduce the profit margin in farming within levee districts. 
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The 5-year moving averages or FYMAs of annual precipitation for Aurora and Ottawa with records for the 
period 1901 to the present indicate a gradual increase in precipitation for the last 20 years and the possibility of 
cycles of 200 years or longer. Such long-term data are not available. Even 20 to 40 years of records for 
hydrological designs can be inadequate if subsequent periods have significant increases or decreases in 
precipitation. As a rough guide, the annual change in precipitation is doubly magnified in annual flow and further 
magnified in flood peaks. This has significant implications for levee design and operation, as well as for flooding 
and associated loss of property. The climate changes and associated hydrologic changes, as well as implications for 
various water resource developments, must be carefully investigated and considered before development and 
operation plans are finalized. 
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APPENDIX A 
ILLINOIS DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS: SELECTED STATISTICS 
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* The area under levee districts is approximate 
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APPENDIX B 
SELECTED FLOW STATISTICS: ILLINOIS RIVER 
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USGS No. 05543500 
Illinois River at Marseilles, IL 
Drainage Area = 8259 sq mi 
Years of record 68 (1920-1987) 
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USGS No. 05568500 
Illinois River at Kingston Mines, IL 
Drainage Area = 15819 sq mi 
Years of record 48 (1940-1987) 
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USGS No. 05585500 
Illinois River at Meredosia, IL 
Drainage Area = 26028 sq mi 
Years of record 49 (1939-1987) 
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APPENDIX C 
SELECTED FLOW STATISTICS: MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
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USGS No. 05420500 
Mississippi River at Clinton, IA 
Drainage Area = 85600 sq mi 
Years of record 87 (1901-1987) 
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USGS No. 05474500 
Mississippi River at Keokuk, IA 
Drainage Area = 119000 sq mi 
Years of record 87 (1901-1987) 
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USGS No. 05587500 
Mississippi River at Alton, IL 
Drainage Area = 171500 sq mi 
Years of record 48 (1940-1987) 
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USGS No. 07010000 
Mississippi River at St. Louis, MO 
Drainage Area = 697000 sq mi 
Years of record 54 (1934-1987) 
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USGS No. 07020500 
Mississippi River at Chester, IL 
Drainage Area = 708600 sq mi 
Years of record 45 (1943-1987) 
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USGS No. 07022000 
Mississippi River at Thebes, IL 
Drainage Area = 713200 sq mi 
Years of record 48 (1940-1987) 
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APPENDIX D 
DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICT QUESTIONNAIRE I 
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DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name of Drainage and Levee District: 
Year established: Number of Commissioners: 
Your Name: 
Title: 
Address: 
Daytime phone: 
General 
(1) How often are District meetings held? 
(2) What percentage of land in your District is: 
agricultural industrial residential 
(3) How many farms are there in your District? 
Of these, how many are: corporate family 
(4) What are the principal crops grown in your district? 
Com Soybeans Wheat Other 
(5) Do you have a listing of landowners in your district? Yes No 
Flooding 
(6) Do you prepare reports on flood damage? Yes No 
If yes, how often? 
(7) Do you keep records of District flooding? Yes No 
If yes, do you have records of crop damage? Yes No 
(8) When was the last major flood in your District? 
(9) Approximately how often during the last ten years was flooding a major problem 
in your District? 
Every year 
Every 2 years: 
Every 5 years: 
Every 10 years: 
Not at all: 
(10) What frequency flood is the levee designed to protect against? 
2-year 10-year 25-year 50-year 100-year 
(11) Is interior flooding a problem in your District? Yes No 
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Drainage 
(12) Approximately how much land is the levee designed to protect? 
(13) What is the total length of the levees in miles? 
(14) Is the present drainage system adequate ? Yes No 
If not, what is the percentage of area not covered? 
(15) Have any new levees been constructed in the last 10 years? Yes No 
(16) Has any construction work been done on existing levees in your District 
during the last 10 years? Yes No 
(17) What drainage systems are used in your District? 
Open ditch Tile system Pump stations Other 
(18) Does your District have records of ground-water or water-table levels? Yes No 
(19) Is pumping required in your District? Yes No 
(If not, please skip to question 26) 
(20) In how many years during the last ten was pumping required? 
(21) Do you have records on the number of pumping days per year? Yes No 
(22) Has the quantity of water pumped increased over the last 5 years? Yes No 
(23) If no pumping was done, what would be the effect on the crop growing season? 
Severely curtailed: 
Delayed: by how many days? 
No effect: 
(24) How many pumping stations does your District operate? 
(25) Have any new pumping stations been added in the last 5 years? Yes No 
Income and Expenditure 
(26) Do you keep records of total expenses and assessments? Yes No 
(If not, please skip to question 32) 
(27) What were the annual expenses for pumping during 1981-86? 
1981$ 1982$ 1983$ 
1984$ 1985$ 1986$ 
(28) What were the total annual expenditures for your District during 1981-86? 
1981$ 1982$ 1983 $ 
1984 $ 1985 $ 1986 $ 
(29) Is there an annual maintenance assessment for your District? Yes No 
If yes, what is the current assessment per acre? 
(30) What were the total annual assessments for your District during 1981-86? 
1981$ 1982$ 1983$ 
1984 $ 1985 $ 1986 $ 
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(31) Please specify any other factors that have contributed to increased operating costs: 
Funding Sources 
(32) Does your District have any other sources of income? Yes No 
If yes, what are they? 
(33) Does your District receive funding from any of the following agencies? 
Army Corps of Engineers for 
U.S. Dept of Agriculture for 
Soil Conservation Service for 
Illinois Dept. of Transportation for 
Other for 
Please list any current problems faced by your Drainage and Levee District: 
Would you like a copy of the results of this survey? Yes No 
THANK YOU 
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DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICT QUESTIONNAIRE II 
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DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS QUESTIONNAIRE II 
Name of Drainage and Levee District: 
Your name: 
Address: 
Phone: 
(1) How many acres of your land were in com, soybeans, wheat, other crops, and or set-aside 
program during 1981-86? 
Crops Acreages for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Com 
Soybean 
Wheat 
Other 
Set-aside 
(2) What was the ownership status of the land you fanned during 1981-86? 
Land (in acres) cultivated for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Owned land 
Rented land 
(3) Did you crop-share and/or pay cash rent for the rental land during 1981-86? 
Crop-share: Yes No Cash rent: Yes No 
If you have cash rented land, what were the rents per acre on this land? 
Rent ($/acre): 1986 1985 1984 
1983 1982 1981 
(4) For land cultivated in 1986 what was the predominant soil type? 
Owned land Rented land 
(5) What were the yields (bu/acre) obtained for different crops during 1981-86? 
Crops Yield (bu/acre) for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Corn 
Soybean 
Wheat 
Other 
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(6) Were there any crop damages due to floods during 1981-86? Yes No 
If yes, what were the estimated yield reductions (in bu/acre) within the levee district? 
Crops Yield reductions (bu/acre) 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Corn 
Soybean 
Wheat 
Other 
(7) What were the total costs ($) of following inputs (including landlord's) during 1981-86? 
Inputs Total costs ($) for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Fertilizers 
Seeds 
Chemicals 
Labor(wages paid) 
(8) What is the average number of man-hours of family labor used in your farm? 
hours/year 
(9) What were the expenses ($) incurred on the following items during 1981-86? 
Items Expenses ($) for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Interest Charges 
Fuel & Electricity 
Drying & Storage 
Repairs 
Depreciation 
on Equipment 
Miscellaneous 
(10) What were the average prices ($ per bushel) received for the crops you have sold during 
1981-86? 
Crops Price ($/bushel) received for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Corn 
Soybean 
Wheat 
Other 
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If you have cultivated any land outside the levee district, please complete questions 11 
through 14. Otherwise please skip to question 15. 
(11) How many acres of your land outside the levee district were in com, in soybeans, in wheat, 
in other crops, and or set-aside during 1981-86? 
Crops Acreages for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Corn 
Soybean 
Wheat 
Other 
Set-aside 
(12) Was the predominant soil type or soil productivity rating of the land outside the levee 
district different from that inside the levee district? Yes No 
If yes, what was the soil type of the land outside the levee district? 
(13) Were the yields (bu/acre) obtained from outside of district different from the yields realized 
from land within the district for different crops during 1981-86? Yes No 
If yes, what are the percentage increases (+) or decreases (-) in yields for the crops planted? 
Corn Soybean Wheat Other 
(14) Were the amounts of inputs used per acre outside of district different from that within the 
district for different crops during 1981-86? Yes No 
If yes, what were the percentage increases (+) or decreases (-) in input usage for the crops 
planted? 
Inputs Crops 
Corn Soybean Wheat Other 
Fertilizers 
Seeds 
Chemicals 
(15) Would you like to receive a copy of our findings based on this survey? Yes No 
THANK YOU 
Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed prestamped envelope to: 
Illinois State Water Survey, 2204 Griffith Drive, Champaign IL 61820 
Attn. Gana Ramamurthy 
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SUPPLEMENTAL LEVEE DISTRICT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FBFM FARMS 
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DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS QUESTIONNAIRE II 
Name of Drainage and Levee District: 
(1) Were there any crop damages due to floods during 1981-1986? Yes No 
If yes, what were the estimated yield reductions (in bushels/acre) within the levee district? 
Yield reductions (bushels/acre) 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Com 
Soybeans 
Wheat 
Other 
(2) What were the average prices (S per bushel) received for the crops you sold during 1981-1986? 
Price (S/bushel) received for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Com . 
Soybeans 
Wheat 
Other 
If you cultivated any land outside the levee district, please complete the following questions. 
(3) How many acres of your land outside the levee district were in corn, in soybeans, in wheat, in other crops, 
and/or set-aside during 1981-1986? 
Acreages for the year 
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Wheat 
Other 
Set-aside 
(4) Was the predominant soil type or soil productivity rating of the land outside the levee district different from 
that inside the levee district? Yes No 
If yes, what was the soil type of the land outside the levee district? 
(5) Were the yields (bushels/acre) obtained from outside of the district different from the yields realized from 
land within the district for different crops during 1981-1986? Yes No 
If yes, what were the percentage increases (+) or decreases (-) in yields realized outside of the levee district? 
Com Soybean Wheat Other 
(6) Were the amounts of inputs used per acre outside of the district different from those within the district for 
different crops during 1981-1986? Yes No 
THANK YOU 
Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed prestamped envelope to: 
Farm Records Office, Room 305 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana IL 61801 
Attn. Dale Lattz 
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